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MESSAGE FOR THE VIGIL OF PRAYER FOR PEACE IN THE NATIONS RECEIVED IN THE CITY OF
FRANKFURT, GERMANY, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR
ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Dear children,

By a great Grace of My Son, the Pilgrimage for Peace in Europe will experience its great and last
impulses in the cities that the Sacred Hearts have not yet visited.

It is for this reason that today My Immaculate Heart can declare and announce to all of you that it is
in profound bliss, because My Son has called His apostles to follow Him on an important mission
that, for Europe and beyond, will represent the possibility for a Ray of light and of hope to touch
places of this continent that up until now have not been contemplated by the Mercy of God.

This also means the spiritual opportunity that an alliance, hidden and silent to the eyes of humanity,
is established, so that My maternal Heart may triumph in a region of this wounded continent which,
until now, the light of My Immaculate Heart has not been able to touch.

More than five years of continuous vigils of prayer had to pass for this special Grace to be granted
to Europe and beyond, after everything it underwent and suffered in these last decades.

Thus, dear children, in the following days and before the Pilgrimage for Peace ends, your Heavenly
Mother will touch with Her Light and spiritual Love a region of the planet that, in the last two
thousand years, has never received anything spiritual nor celestial.

This is the motive and the reason for My maternal bliss, because for all of humanity it will mean the
Grace of being able to continue listening to God and also, through angelic intervention, allowing
My Immaculate Heart to triumph just as I had urgently announced in Fatima.

In this way, after one hundred years of My Apparitions in Portugal, part of the third secret of Fatima
concretizes during these culminating dates of the coming days. As the entire secret of Fatima was
not revealed according to what I requested in 1960, now the Plan has made a very important turn so
that, in this current time, the rest of the third secret may be fulfilled according to what was thought,
contemplated and meditated by the Most High.

On this day, in this Vigil of Prayer of June 12, 2019, the Heavenly Mother will begin to carry
forward this special Will of God, for the world not to lose peace, and to put an end to all types of
war and hunger.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


